We bring You the „Lone Star Country Blues“,
the heat of the highways and the legends of old west heroes. . . .
This is the motto of this 6-headed Band, founded in 2014 if it is live in use an application for
You. The South State Spirit spreads every time to the new when "Lonestar Rebels" with
excellent live Music and spontaneous stage entertainment move her audience into the width of
Texas. The songs smell of adventure and „Lone S Country Blues“ and are a mirror for the
living attitude to life the volume
„livin' wild & loud“
Besides, one succeeds, however, also with quieter tones in bringing the feeling, prove the
gentle ballads which are an also firm component of the repertoire. Not free of charge the band
carries the „Lone Star” in the name of. She is almost as diverse in the music style as the
history of Texas. . . . .
The Lonestar Rebels are the band which can make every event an unforgettable experience by
her unmistakeable sound. The musicians search the narrow contact with the audience and are
a volume to give a hand. The self-written pieces and texts are authentic and bring with her
sound full of pressure the feeling of width, adventure, heart and passion to the listeners.
The occupation the volume seems first of all according to the genre. It are unusual,
nevertheless, for Country and western band the application of saxophone and accordion.
However, both instruments are inserted perfectly in the song structures and important
component of the unmistakeable sound of the Lonestar Rebels.
Whether in annual does, street parties, gala events, private parties, town parties or tent parties.
- "Lonestar Rebels" are a guarantor for good mood.
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